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About This Game

A classic runner is waiting for you, in which you will visit dangerous streets and ordeals. The character is in the territory
contaminated with radiation, so in order to survive, you will have to collect an antidote! Pass the strength test and exceed your

results to see the whole dangerous world of our game!
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Title: Streng Check
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
PPC
Publisher:
PPC
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core Duo, 2.4 GHz / AMD Athlon X2, 2.8 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTS / AMD Radeon 3850

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 715 MB available space
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Fun puzzle game for a bill. Level difficulty does not scale as progressively as I would like, some later levels are
CONSIDERABLY simpler than predecessor levels. The game mechanics lend themselves to more puzzles though, I think the
developers could add many more levels without any additional mechanics. For the price, I think DLC is appropriate for more
levels though. You pay less than two cents per level with this base release.

All in all, happy with my purchase.
. Mash 'X' (punch) and move right is the name of this game. Having completed the first two levels, I've been offered nothing
more than button mashing, and occasionally avoiding groups for my health to regenerate.

The art style is fine; the writing is amusing; the controls are solid; but there's just not much here. Very bare bones.

Not a 'bad' game, but there are better ones to spend your money on.. I first saw this game on greenlight ages ago, and I'm glad
they were able to release it! Controls are a bit awkward at the start, as you have to use both mouse and keyboard to navigate the
menu, but you quickly get the hang of it. As someone who has played a lot of management game, this one is a very good
example of the genre. Complete control, have a lot of basic pizzas or really complicated ones, invest heavily in advertising or
not, it's up to you. I've only played a couple hours so far, but I plan to play a lot more :)

. Very much follows the idea of Rogue Legacy, where in one life you're going out to boost your character then another you're
trying to take on a lot of hard enemies.

Except this game isn't exactly polished. I like the idea behind the game but the game itself after awhile becomes a drag. I met
every enemy within the first 5 hours of gameplay and saw the same things over and over after that. This however didn't bother
me, I was considering leaving a positive review once I got a decent distance through the game. That was before I got to the
bosses.

Now I rant in random directions.

First off, the English in this game isn't the greatest.

The first side-quest you get isn't even something you can do until you're strong enough to explore deeper into the house.

If you exit the game and come back you have a chance to get raided... the whole raiding in general doesn't seem important
enough to be included in the game. Especially because it's annoying to go out and collect items (with limited carrying space)
then get back to find that your last trips' worth is all gone. Sure, there are defenses you can build, but how are you supposed to
build those defenses when you continually are getting raided? At the stage I'm in I have my defenses strong enough to win most
raids, it's just that it makes early game kind of annoying, it doesn't really make the player want to stay.

To jump to what I disliked the most... which occurred after getting to the 10th main quest to defeat a boss. I thought the boss
would be a bit of a challenge compared to what all the other quests were (such as clear a room of beatable enemies to save a
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companion). Oh how I was wrong. At first I thought the first boss was always the same library boss after getting it 4 times in a
row (mind you, failing each time) until I got another boss, the tower, which was just as extremely hard as the first one. With the
library boss the attacks are not easy to dodge, not only that but the books that fall down go too fast for anyone to even try to
dodge. Every single attack from the boss did 60 damage. There's no way to heal up during the battle (unless of course there's an
item I didn't get to further in the game). The boss would start out slow and almost managable (besides falling books) but as you
weakened it it would start sending more attacks and more attacks making it extremely difficult to survive. I could only ever get
it down to half health before dying. After figuring out that there was another boss, I guessed that the player would be able to
fight a boss every 10 quests. However, I realized that the game really wants players to continually grind until strong enough to
beat the bosses. Continually grinding isn't fun which is why I have to leave this as a negative review.. very bad!!!. Snake's
clunky, ugly and unoriginal cousin.. This game is just beautiful, i have played for a little bit, and i'm already intrigue about
finding out more. The colors, the textures, the character interaction, the animation effects, sound effects, i just love it! I can't
wait to see more and more about the game.
Regards, Alberto.. Are you gravely aware of your own mortality? Perhaps the soothing ease & relaxation that only Nimbus can
provide will help alleviate your woes.. We need more experimental VR experiences like this one. For a quick (yet wholly
memorable) experience, pick this up for the $0.99.
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A convoluted spread sheet. This is not really a game at all. I have literally no idea how anyone can play this and stay awake. I
have 13 hours but only because I fell asleep "playing" it after 6.. very repetitive and very difficult. if grinding exp and craft
materials for hours to beat the level and advance the nonsensical story (and then doing it all over again) sounds fun to you, then
this may very well be your game of the year. I love these games. This is a particularly fun adventure.. I'm going to start off by
saying I'm not much of a PC gamer, it was a challenge in itself for me to get used to the mouse and keyboard controls. This was
a pretty short game, but, in that amount of time, alot of creativity was acheived. I set the graphics settings to HIGH because I did
not know if my computer could handle anything else or even HIGH for that matter, and it looked pretty good. So, if you're
looking for a fun, FREE game that won't take up too much of your time to complete, I HIGHLY recommend you give this game
a try! WELL DONE!!. With the English patch (check the discussion forum), this is currently the most easily understood Lunatic
Dawn game in the store. The Legends Pack also has patches for each of its games, but this one is more complete from what I've
seen so far.

Passage of the Book is an open-ended, party-based dungeon-crawling RPG. It begins by having you create a world according to
a few simple parameters, and then you're thrown right into it with some basic equipment and money. You recruit other party
members via inns and through talking to other adventurers, and over time improve all your characters by fulfilling requests and
plundering dungeons. There is no overarching narrative; rather, you're left to do as you like and become as famous\/infamous as
you please.

Creating a character invovles selecting certain criteria from a small window and selecting someone from a list of generated
results. Age and gender can affect one's stats in different ways - a mid-20's character will generally be stronger than a much
older one, but an older one may have much more charisma, for example. There aren't strict classes as much as there are stats
which determine what kinds of actions a character is best at performing - a warrior is going to prioritize strength over
intelligence, a mage will do the opposite, so on and so forth. Again, very freeform and the details are largely up to the player.
Party members are NOT created by the player - they are recruited once the game starts.

Passage of the Book is tough. Enemies can be very powerful and there's little indication as to what kinds of enemies will be in
different dungeons, but with persistence and a full party you can usually make it out ok. Equipment is straightforward - bought
at shops, can be improved X number of times, and different folks are better with different weapons. Inns allow you to talk to
various individuals, including your own party members, as well as purchase supplies. Lamps are especially important for
dungeons - you can get stuck in the dark without one! There are also item shops, temples, training areas (where you raise your
own skills in exchange for money), and an information broker through whom you can search for info on specific people and
places.

Battle is a turn-based affair similar to other Japanese console RPG's, in that you select an action then watch as everyone takes
their turns. The difference, though, is you only have primary control over your own character - your party acts independently,
but can be encouraged to focus on particular enemies or utilize certain strategies (this is largely similar to the other Lunatic
Dawn games in the Legends Pack). After battle, loot is divided amongst your party and can be won through a competitive game.
Once divided, loot belongs to each person, not to the player exclusively, and dividing loot is also what helps maintain cohesion
within your party (members can become dissatisfied and leave).

Overall, it's a very open, freeform experience that I've never really encountered elsewhere. I'd almost call Passage of the Book
more of a sim than a traditional dungeon crawler. Either way, it's a unique experience that fans of old-school dungeon crawling
will appreciate, as the mechanics are solid and the sense of accomplishment grows very quickly. Definitely recommend giving
this one a go.. cool game but the introduction is REALLY LONG and you can't save during it
like you thought nier automata's introduction was a pain because you have to restart from the beginning if you die? this 10 x
worse, honestly just hold M2 and skip it all, you won't be missing anything at all

also the loading times are insane it's actually impressive they managed to get the load times this long, some new technology for
sure

but it's also good, good variety of characters, minigame is decently challenging, art is good
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